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About This Game
Tales of Cosmos is an old-school point-and-click adventure game set in a huge open world planetary system. Pilot your rocket
across space, land on planets and moons, solve puzzles, and unravel a cosmic mystery with the help of a genius monkey and a
wondrous talking dog.

Take on the dual role of Perseus and Gagayev, intrepid animal astronauts who stumble into a dangerous space anomaly and get
stranded on an uncharted planet named Chlorine Beach. Build your own spaceship, blast off into space, discover new planets,
recruit the help of local lifeforms, and get ready for an extraordinary adventure!
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Key Features
2D open world adventure game inspired by 90s classics
Combines classic point-and-click gameplay with seamless space flight mechanics
A massive planetary system with many celestial objects to explore
Each planet has numerous characters and objects to interact with, as well as many puzzles to solve
Oddly charming characters with an unusual sense of humor
Beautiful hand-drawn environments
A haunting soundtrack to set the right mood for cosmic exploration
Interstellar puzzles - an item acquired on one planet may be useful on another
Integrated hint system to aid with difficult puzzles when you need it
Modding tools - level editor included with the game
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Title: Tales of Cosmos
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Red Dwarf Games
Publisher:
Red Dwarf Games
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016
b4d347fde0

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Russian,Polish
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guardians of the galaxy tales of the cosmos. tales of cosmos download. tales of erin cosmos guide. tales of cosmos. tales of
cosmos steam. tales of cosmos walkthrough. tales of cosmos game. tales of erin cosmos. tales of cosmos lösung. tales of cosmos
gameplay. tales of cosmos review. tales of cosmos прохождение. tales of erin cosmos system. tales of cosmos solution
A really inventive little puzzle game. The art is beautiful and the protagonists and their interactions are creative and I grew to
like them a lot during the game.
Although it has its flaws (like no log or diary to keep track of what puzzle\/quest is on which planet) I would fully recommend
this game to anyone who enjoys a short point and click adventure with interesting puzzles, lovable characters and a calm (yet
fascinating) atmosphere.
Plus: You can fly around in your own little space rocket!. A lovely game, good story but a little bit short. And the characters
move sooo slowly.. I'm far from good at Point'n'click games but this has, so far=~1 hour in been fairly logical with some help
from the dog...
Music is of the sort you never really notice until you stop moving to end the game - but I just know I'd miss it if I turned it off
so it's very suited to the game.
Graphics look very nice too, I'll use some screenshots from it for my Win background (as I do like dark ones), my only
complaint would be the time travel can take, but that is if I really search for something to complain about. (as it may very well
be something needed to make room for future modding of the game)
Future mods I do look forward to (and being able to find out what to do next to advance right now :P), so far I like it quite a lot,
maybe not just as much as my fav. Point'n'click (Shardlight) but I am very biased as I'm a huge sucker for post apocalyptic
things.... *Gnome Seal of Approval*
A pretty good game for its price. The characters are funny and the art in general is pretty darn good.
However, it does feel a bit tedious and unintuitive at times.
I was on the fence whether I'd recommend this or not, but ended up on a thumbs up because of the positive points mentioned
above.. If you don't know how to use a spoon or how to open a tin can, just ask your dog. It knows everything. What, you don't
understand their language? You're dumber than a monkey, my friend.. The game started out being interesting but quickly grew
tedious. The puzzles were not intuitive and the plot was not compelling. I liked the idea behind the game but I think it could
have been executed better.. 5.1 hours before finishing it BUT ... even if short, it's memorable. Ideal for beginners in pc gaming
or even for the one like me that doesn\u2019t have a powerful pc with huge graphic card and gaming hardware. It's a point with
the mouse with 4 keys on the keyboard kind of game. Not the usual W A D as for moving around in a game. I would
recommend it for kids 10 + Years old with some hints to give them in the walkthrough (free and link bellow) if they get bored
not finding the next step.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=817202219
If you like the cartoon naive kind of sketchy drawings with vivid colors (see my profile for screenshots of the game) well you'll
be playing in that universe for 5.1 hours. It's charming truly. It's not very challenging itself once you know what to do and in
which order. You need no particular skills, just logic. The rest is pretty str8 forward. It\u2019s mostly about tasks to be done
and ways to make it happen. There's not much fight that require speed. Mostly a chill, logic, relaxing game and nothing will
bring you to a: "hurry the f*** up..Oups.. and game over" kind of moment.

It's a puzzle like game. Find the clue, use the clue, go forward or go read the achievements guide (link is up) if you\u2019re
going crazy turning in circles. And so forth. I've enjoyed it. XD
No regret what so ever to have paid for this game and the price was proper considering the amount of work they have put in it
8,15 $ (CAN). But considering it's a short game i would have paid less. Still, if it encourage the creators to make other games
like this, wewt !!
PS: If you are an achievements freak, plan to play the game at least 2 times. Or find a way to show 30 items to Perseus within
the 5 hours. LOLL Take 2... Here i come. takes just 1h to achieve what you have missed after.
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The Game is super! Very hard quests, you really need to think a lot.
However, everithing you have to do based on logic.
2 personages make a good team, having different abilties. And they are funny and cute.
All this cosmic phisics, objects in the front and back of the personages, interaction with items and characters. All works perfect.
If you finish it with no help, then you are very smart!=). Pros: Beautiful game, great animations.
Cons: Stupid puzzles, terrible game flow.
TL;DR: DON'T BUY THIS GAME. EVEN if it's on sale. Pay to NOT play this game.. simple concept, lovely artwork. Puzzles
are intuitive and enjoyable.. The game's got a lovely art style (although it's a bit of a shame that the palette is so dull) and a nice
feel to it, but many of the puzzles are quite farfetched and I had to resort to using one of the steam guides to be able to complete
it. It's not a bad game, but it lacks variety.. Cool look, cool music. Fun explore weird planets and solve puzzles. I felt like the
ending came rather abruptly, but overall enjoyable play.
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